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KEIIYOII ALUMNUS
ELECTED BISHOP
Rev. G. P. Atwater Chosen
As Suffragon to Dr. Stires
NOMINATION UNEXPECTED
But Is Approved Unani
mously by Long Island
Convention
The Rev. Dr. George Parkin Atwat-
er, '95 A. B., '98 A. M., '18 D. D. was
elected Suffragan Bishop of the
Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Long
Island at the annual convention of
that diocese on the 22nd of May. The
nomination of Rev. Atwater for this
important post by Bishop Stires came
as a complete surprise, not only to the
delegates at the convention, but to
the newly elected bishop as well.
Bishop Stires, without any previous
intimation that such was his intent,
announced to the convention that it
was high time for the election of a
suffragon bishop. At the end of his
speech he nominated Dr. Atwater,
who then retired from the convention
floor until the ballotting on his name
had come to a close. Out of 106 min-
isterial votes cast Dr. Atwater, the
only nominee, received 102, while the
seventy-thre- e votes of the lay del-gat- es
were cast unanimously in his fav-
or. The election was made unanimous
on the motion of the Rev. Dr. Robert
Rogers, of Brooklyn.
Bishop Atwater has been in New
York only two years, and previous to
his removal to that state he had held
only one parish. From the time of his
ordination as a priest until two years
ago he was rector of the Church of
Our Saviour, at Akron, Ohio. During
that twenty-nin- e years the Akron
parish grew from a small church with
a heavy indebtedness to an extreme-
ly large and prosperous one. His ef-
forts in behalf of his parish during
that period were unceasing, and their
success was so marked that Dr. At-
water was offered the post in New
York, which he accepted.
Formal ratification of Bishop At-wate- r's
election will be made at the
triennial general convention of the
Continued on page three
NEW FOOTBALL
COACH ENGAGED
Garry Clash Accepts Position at
Kenyon
Garry Clash, former Scott High
School and Syracuse University foot-
ball star, and an all-arou- nd athlete,
is to be Kenyon's head football coach
next fall, according to a recent an-
nouncement by Rudy Kutler, direct-
or of athletics. Coach Clash will as-
sume active duties next September.
Clash first attained recognition as
a member of Scott High's famous 1916
eleven, a national scholastic cham-
pion team, where he played along-
side of Ray Baer, Bob Cowell, and
Ernie Vick. At Syracuse he distin-
guished himself as one of the best
linesmen in the East, in addition be-
ing a member of the crew and a field
event man on the track team. His
coaching experience has included
work at Scott High and the Univer-
sity of Toledo.
ALUMNI COUNCIL PLAKS
FRESHMEN SEGREGATION
Proposal to be Discussed at Com-
mencement
An issue of utmost importance to
the alumni and students of the col-
lege is being widely discussed at pres-
ent, not only on the Hill, but wher-
ever groups of the alumni foregather.
This issue is the plan which the Alum-
ni Council has proposed for the seg-
regation of freshmen. The basis for
such a proposal lies in the feeling
shared by many of the alumni that
fraternal spirit and group spirit exer-
cise too large an influence on the
graduates of Kenyon College, and that
the remedy of this dispersion of loy-
alty is the careful cultivation of class
spirit in the college men during their
initial year in Gambier.
The plan, in its present form, pro-
vides for the freshmen being assigned
to rooms on the first floors of the va-
rious divisions. They . will occupy
these rooms, regardless of whatever
fraternity they may subsequently be-
come pledged to, during their entire
freshman year, and will not take up
permanent residence in any division
or be initiated into any fraternity un-ti- ll
the fall of their sophomore year.
The proposal further states that the
new plan would in no way affect the
time or manner of pledging freshmen
to fraternities, nor would it prevent
their discharging their customary du-
ties as pledges.
This new project is being enthusias-
tically backed by a large and influen-
tial group of the alumni, and is being
bitterly opposed by an even greater
percentage of the student body. The
ultimate decision as to its adoption or
rejection will probably be made at
commencement time when the college
will know whether it is to continue
under the old, established precedent
or to experiment with this radical
change in its program and character.
ALUMNI CAMPAIGN
PROGRESSES WELL
Response from All Quarters Is En-
couraging
One hundred and forty alumni had
signed enrollment cards in the Kenyon
Alumni Association, and a total of
nearly $3400 in membership fees had
been received by June 1, according to
records in the treasurer's office. In
addition to the actual sum received,
several hundred dollars have been
pledged, to be paid by October 1.
The campaign for members in the
Association, and the plan to raise $10,-00- 0
for the yearly budget have there-
fore succeeded to the extent that
while fewer than ten percent of the
alumni body have yet to be heard
from, one-thir- d of the amount set has
been raised in the nine weeks since
the beginning of the campaign. It
will be noted that the average pledge
made is in the neighborhood of twenty-f-
ive dollars.
Meantime the various regional com-
mittees and sub-committ- ees are con-
tinuing their activities in enrolling
members, and new names are being
recorded daily. To facilitate the work
of reaching every Kenyon man, sever-
al alumni have undertaken to canvass
their own cities, as in Akron, Warren,
Ohio, Canton, where Dr. J. Ross Beit-e- r,
'04, has assumed charge, Massillon,
with the Rev. John R. Stalker, '04,
Continued on page nine
KENYON ALUMNUS
SEEKS NOMINATION
Senator Goff Is Favorate Son of West
Virginia
With the results of the recent West
Virginia primaries in and tabulated, a
Kenyon man once more is a feature
of the Presidential race. The man
who may yet become the nation's lead-
er and thus deserve to be placed side
by side with Rutherford B. Hayes in
the hearts of Kenyonites, is Guy Des-par- d
Goff, '88, West Virginia's senator
and favorite son.
Senator Goff is a graduate both of
Kenyon Military Academy and of the
college itself; in 1918 he received from
Kenyon the honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws. While in college he gave
promise of his later distinctions by
taking all the prizes offered by the
College for public speaking, in addi-
tion to maintaining a high scholastic
record.
Mr. Goff is the son of General Na-
than Goff, for many years a distin-
guished Republican Congressman from
West Virginia, and later a United
States Judge. He, himself, was As-
sistant Attorney General under
Daugherty in ihe Harding regime, and
became Senator in 1925. That he was
able to carry West Virginia over Hoov
er (and he won that state by 20,000)
is no small tribute to the man, while
it may be rightly considered a thorough
vindication of his connections with the
administration during the Alien Prop-
erty scandals. In addition, it carries
cn a state tradition, for West Virginia
Republicans almost always have a
favorite son in the presidential race.
Whether or not Senator Goff will
accomplish anything at the Kansas
City Convention remains to be seen.
Certainly his progress will be watched
with interest by all Kenyon men,
whether politically minded or not.
Most people admire a fighter and a
"dark horse," and the Kenyon gradu-
ate seeking the Republican nomina-
tion is all of that.
THE PATH
SMOKY JOE MARTIN created a
sensation throughout Gambier recent-
ly. The demonstration in honor of
him reached its height when our hero
gained the top step of the commons
stairs during supper hour, enfolded in
a luscious purple blazer, trimmed
around the edges and pockets with
white braid. The applause was deafen-ig- n,
and the shouts of acclaim from all
sides rendered Smoky's march down
the aisle between the tables more of a
triumphal procession than an ordinary
stroll.
WHITE PAINT has recently been
smeared across the front of the building
which houses the firm of "S. R. Doo-littl- e,
General Merchandise." The pres-
ent effect is very neat and clean, but
the picturesque atmosphere which the
old building, innocent of the slightest
trace of paint, managed to create is
noticeably lacking. In another sixty
years, however, it will probably be its
old self again.
HARCOURT PLACE SCHOOL held
an alumnae luncheon in Gambier on
Wednesday, May 23. Many of the for-
mer students were present for that oc-
casion, and also for the commencement
exercises, which were held on Tuesday,
the 5th of June.
KENYON'S HUNDREDTH
CLASS TO GRADUATE
Centennial Commencement
Will Be Well Attended
JAMES N. GAMBLE, '54
To Be Present As Senior
Alumnus of the College
The Centennial Exercises commem-
orating the first commencement of
Kenyon College will begin on Friday,
the 15th of June. Not only is this
graduating class the one-hundre- dth of
Kenyon College, but this date will
mark the end of the first century of the
college at Gambier. The Gambier
property was purchased in 1826, the
cornerstone of Old Kenyon was laid
in 1827, and in 1828 the students and
members of the faculty moved here
from their former residence at Wor-thingto- n.
The One Hundredth Commencement
will take place in Rosse Hall on the
morning of June 18, 1928. Joseph
Miles Poe, '28, will be the Class Ora-
tor on that occasion. The exercise
will conclude with the Junior recep-
tion of the graduating class at Rosse
that evening.
Of outstanding interest this year
will be the first reunion of the former
members of the Kenyon Military
Academy. Never before has anything
of this nature been attempted, and it
is being received with most enthusi-
astic comment. A great many men
were members of that school who
never were matriculated members of
the college. Their interest in Gam-
bier being none the less great, an op-
portunity is being afforded them to
return to the Hill with their class-
mates. This is being accomplished
through the efforts of Fred H. Zinn,
'01, and Ralph C. Ringwalt, '94, whose
good work is expected to bring back
to Gambier about one hundred K. M.
A. men. When Dr. Peirce became
president of the college there were
some hundred and twenty-fiv- e men
enrolled at the military academy. The
reunion will take place at the Col-
lege Commons, on Sunday night, June
17, at six o'clock.
The Centennial Exercises of Bexley
Hall will take place Friday afternoon,
June 15. There will be an address by
the Reverend George C. Foley, Pro-
fessor of Divinity, Philadelphia Divin-
ity School. His subject will be "Some
Changes in Theological Education in
Continued on page three
JUNIOR CLASS PLANS
COMMENCEMENT DANCE
Officers Also Elected
Joseph Aloysius Mulvey was elected
president of the Class of 1929 on May
18 at a meeting of the Junior class in
which officers and members of the
Junior Prom committee were chosen.
William S. Todd was elected Vice Presi-
dent, Charles M. Cott Treasurer, and
William P. Squibb Secretary. The Prom
Committee is to consist of the Junior
officers and in addition the following
men: James Morrill, Orrin J. Woodard,
Virgil Walling, Thaddeus W. Taylor,
Fred B. Shoaff, and George D. Hitler.
Plans for the Prom on June 18, while
not having yet reached competion, are
being pushed by the energetic Commit-
tee, which is striving to reach an agree-
ment with one of three Columbus or-
chestras. Undoubtedly the music for
this spring frolic will be furnished eith-
er by the Dick Fidler, Tom Hale, or
Emerson Gill.
Page Two
ALUMNI
'86 C. L. Ayers can now be reached
at 2513 Terminal Tower Bldg., Cleve-
land, Ohio.
'989 Thomas O. Youtsey now lives
at 620 Scott Street, Covington, Ken-
tucky.
11 Robert Bowen Brown now re-
sides at 806 Rosewood Ave., Hubbard
Woods, III.
15 Walter H. Strauss is now living
at 314 Beech Ave., Wyoming, Ohio.
'17 Nathan A. Hallwood can now be
reached in care of the Ralston Steel
Car Co., Columbus, Ohio.
19 M. V. Liepman is now living in
San Francisco. California, and is con-
nected with the Golden Gate Photo-Engravi- ng
Co., at 767 Market St., as a
commercial artist.
'20 George L. Brain has left Bir
mingham, Alabama. His new address is
Suite 1637, 120 Broadway, New York
city.
'21 Dr. Oscar A. Lashley is now lo-
cated in Steubenville, Ohio.
'21 Dr. Alfred C. Davis now has of-
fices in the Ralston Bldg., at Martins
Ferry, Ohio.
'22 Frederick H. Palmer, Jr., is now
employed at 619 Smythe Bldg., Cleve-
land, Ohio.
'23 George Seaton Wasser recently
married Miss Maxine Teller of Detroit.
'24 W. A. Hopple III is now living
at 319 Beech Ave., Wyoming, Ohio.
'25 The Rev. Mr. Russell E. Francis
has been transferred from Youngstown,
Ohio, to Grace Church at Longview,
Washington.
'26 John F. Furniss now resides at
1015 North Columbus St., Lancaster,
Ohio.
'26 Dr. Monte Salvin, formerly of
Philadelphia, Penna., now lives at 848
East 163rd Street, New York city.
'28 Clifford Kraemer is now lo-
cated at 19918 Joffre Street, Toledo,
Ohio.
Bex-'8- 2 The Rev. Mr. James H.
Davet has moved from West Palm
Beach, Fla., and can now be reached at
304 East Central Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Kenneth Adams, 12, a captain in the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, is en route
to Honolulu, where he will take up
duties in the Hawaiian Islands.
NATIONAL BUSINESS PAPER
PRAISES COLLINS
The "National Business Revue" for
May 15th carries notice of the pro-
motion of Walter T. Collins, '03, to part-
nership in the Arm of Hemphill, Noyes
and Co. of New York, an event which
the COLLEGIAN has already an-
nounced. The business publication,
however, points out so well Mr. Collins'
fitness for his new position and the
great distinction accruing to a partner-
ship In a firm of the importance of
Hemphill, Noyes and Co. that its ac-
count is here reprinted as a supplement
to last month's news article on Mr.
Collin's advancement.
'"When firms like Hemphill, Noyes &
Co., widely known financial house, de-
cide to enlarge their firm by increasing
the number of partners, they do not
look outside their organization for new
blood, but they do look over the roster
of outstanding employees and choose
the new partner from that list.
"The choice of this firm has fallen
on Walter T. Collins, who for eight
years has managed the private wire sys-
tem and managed the western business
of this company in a distinguished
manner.
"Mr. Collins is being congratulated
by his wide circle of friends, and by
the clientele of the firm upon this well-merit- ed
recognition. To have attained
such a position pre-suppos- es excellent
natural business abilities, coupled with
a high sense of responsibility and a
real understanding of the value of
faithful, intelligent devotion to the
interests of the firm.
"Add to this the pleasing personal
qualities possesed by Mr. Collins, and
the secret of his success is apparent. It
is possible for many young men to set
themselves a similar goal as Mr. Col-
lins must have set himself, and achieve
it, if they will at all times display the
same qualities."
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
DUTIES OF ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR DETAILED
There has been a great deal of dis-
cussion during the past years about the
post of Athletic Director to the college.
And during that time it has become
evident that a considerable portion of
the alumni and students have only a
very hazy idea as to the exact nature of
this position. At the request of the al-
umni council we are printing in full a
memorandum affixed to the agreement
between the Executive Committee of
the Alumni Council and the Execu-
tive Committee of the Assembly. This
memorandum outlines exactly the du-
ties of the Athletic director.
"1. Status. The Atletic Director
takes rank as a regular member of the
College Faculty. He is elected by the
Board of Trustees on the nomination
of the President and is responsible ex-
clusively to the administrative and gov-
erning board.
"2. Physical Training. The Athletic
Director is responsible for the physical
welfare of all students of Kenyon Col-
lege. He arranges for a physical ex-
amination of each student at least once
a year and carries out the directions of
the training physician.
"3. Exercise at the Gymnasium. The
exercise required of freshmen and soph-
omores is under direct supervision of
the Athletic Director. The proper con-
duct of these periods of physical exer-
cise is for him a direct personal re-
sponsibility. For the required periods
of exercise at the gymnasium substitu-
tions may be arranged at the discretion
of the Athletic Director.
"4. Team Coaching. The Athletic
Director is not responsible for the
coaching in detail of any college ath-
letic team unless requested to assume
such responsibility by the Assembly.
Team coaches are employed by the As-
sembly with the financial aid of the
Alumni Council and are responsible to
the employing body. Their rank is that
of subordinate to the Athletic Director
in the matter of physical welfare of
the team and direction of its training,
but they are independent in the tech-
nical details of coaching and play."
CINCINNATI ALUMNI MEET
The Kenyon College Alumni Associa-
tion of Cincinnati held its semi-annu- al
dinner meeting at the University Club
on the evening of Saturday, the 26th
of May. At this time the officers of
the association for the coming year
were to be chosen. The result of the
election was that all of the retiring of-
ficers were re-elect- ed. They are:
James Norris Gamble, class of '54,
president emeritus; Robert A. Cline, 15,
president; the Rev. Albert H. Slayton,
'96, vice-preside- nt; and R. S. Japp, '06,
secretary-treasure- r.
Dr. Peirce visited Cincinnati for the
especial purpose of addressing this
meeting. He gave an interesting talk,
and outlined plans for the hundredth
commencement, to be celebrated this
month.
Those who attended the dinner and
meeting were:
James Norris Gamble, '54, Kenyon's
senior alumnus; the Rev. Albert N.
Slayton, '96, a Kenyon trustee; Phil B.
Stanberry, '98; Thomas O. Youtsey, '98;
Edgar R. Moeser, '06; Robert A. Cline,
15; Frederick E. Hall, '06; Mr. Hall's
son, a prospective freshmen of next
autumn; R. S. Japp, '06; W. W. Alex-
ander, '25; David W. Bowman, 14; Lu- -
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The One Hundredth Commencement
June Fifteenth to Eighteenth
Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-Eig- ht
Gambier, Ohio
PROGRAMME
Friday, June 15
3:00 P. M. Centennial Exercises commemorating the graduation of the
first class at Bexley Hall. Address: "Some Changes in
Theological Education in One Hundred Years," by the Rev.
George C. Foley, Professor of Divinity, Philadelphia Di-
vinity School. Philo Hall.
6:30 P. M. Bexley banquet. Colburn Hall.
Saturday, Jane 16
2:30 P.
5:00 P.
6:30 P.
8:15 P.
7:30 A.
10:30 A.
6:00 P.
8:00 P.
9:00 P.
7:30 A.
9:30 A.
10:00 A.
11:45 A.
1:00 P.
4:30 to
6:00 P.
10:00 P.
M. Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees. Ascension Hall.
M. Class reunions.
M. Meeting of the Alumni Council, Mt. Vernon Country Club.
M. The Class Play of 1928. Rosse Hall.
Sunday, June 17
M. Celebration of the Holy Communion. Church of the HolySpirit.
M. Morning service. Sermon by the Rev. Kirk B. O'Ferrall,
'09 Ph. B., 13 Bex., Cleveland, Ohio. Ordination to the
Diaconate by the Bishop of Ohio.
M. Reunion of former students of the Kenyon Military Acad-
emy. College Commons.
M. College Baccalaureate service. Sermon by the President ofKenyon College.
M. College singing near Rosse Hall.
Monday, June 18
M. Corporate Communion of the Class of 1928. College Chapel.
M. Morning Prayer. College Chapel.
M. Dedication of the renovated Ascension Hall.
M. Annual meeting. General Alumni Association. Rosse Hall.
M. Alumni Luncheon. College Commons.
6 P. M. President and Mrs. Peirce at home. Cromwell Cottage.
cian Layne, '25; John Anger, '21; Gale
Evans, '26; A. S. Harkness, '93; Edwin
J. Schmick, '25; Kenneth M. Harper,
19; J. F. Dickson, '25; J. N. Harding,
'28; W. L. Stegman, '25; James S. Todd,
18; Ralph F. Gordon, '08; Stanley W.
Allen, '09.
ALUMNI PREACH IN
COLLEGE CHAPEL
During the last month several noted
alumni have preached in the college
chapel. On Sunday, May 20th, The
Rev. Albert N. Slayton of Calvary
Church, Cincinnati, preached before
the college for the first time, having
graduated in the class of 1896. The fol-
lowing Sunday, May 27, the students
had the privilege of hearing a sermon
delivered by The Rev. William C.
THE PEOPLE'S
BANK
Gambier, Ohio
OUR AIM is to extend every
courtesy consistent with GOOD
BANKING, and to give all our
customers suah LIBERAL
TREATMENT that they will con-
tinue to do business with us.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Seitz, 15, Bexley, 17, from Christ
Church, Springfield.
Sunday, June 3, 1928, The Rt. Rev.
William Andrew Leonard, D. D., Bish-
op of Ohio, preached in the Church of
the Holy Spirit. Bishop Leonard has
returned to Gambier where he will
spend the summer in his home "Kokos-ing- ,"
west of the village.
Some time ago The Rev. C. C. Bubb,
'99, of Fremont, Ohio, preached here,
and spent several days on the Hill.
1 i
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Tinkey's Studio
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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f NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING
2 Graduate Fellowships 5 Scholarships
Retailing is an attractive field for college graduates. 1
Experience in department stores is linked with instruction.
Master of Science in Retailing degree granted upon completion
of one year of graduate work. 1
Illustrated booklet on request. For further information write
Dr. Norris A. Brisco, Director, New York University School of
Retailing, Washington Square East, N. Y. C. 1
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KEW REVEILLE STAFF
ALREADY APPOINTED
Robert E. Kenyon, 30, Will Edit
Next Year's Book
At a recent meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Assembly the
Editor and Business Manager for the
Reveille of the Class of 1930 were
elected. Braddock Sturges, editor of
tiie 1929 book, submitted a list of
those who had done the best work,
under his supervision, and from these
the new chiefs of staff were selected.
Ultimately, Robert Kenyon was elect-
ed Editor, and Harold Coffin, Busi-
ness Manager.
Following the admirable precedent
set by the staff of this year's book, the
new staff has already started on what
work can be done at this time. Nat-
urally that work is of a more me-
chanical nature, such as the signing of
contracts and the setting up of the
motive for the book. This year the
engraving contract was awarded to
the Stafford Engraving Company of
Indianapolis. The work done by
White Studios on the last book was
of such high quality that their con-
tract was renewed.
One of the innovations in the 1930
book will be a view section, consisting
of pencil sketches instead of the usual
photographs. This feature is one that
has gained much favor in such col-
leges as have used it, and it is to be
hoped that the break from the tradi-
tional view section will be a welcome
one. Dayton Wright and Lynly Wil-
son are to have charge of all the art
work in the book, which will not be
inconsiderable. The aim of the staff
is not just to put out the "best ever,"
but to create something new in the
way of Reveilles, something that will
be different and at the same time
pleasing to the students and the
alumni.
ALUMNI OFFICE TO
BE RE-FURNISH- ED
Kenyon's alumni office will be com-
pletely and handsomely furnished be-
fore Commencement, through the gift
of Matthew F. Maury, '04, President
of the Alumni Council. The furniture,
part of which has already arrived, and
the rest of which has been shipped,
consists of a large fiat-to- p desk, a
substantial office table, and a number
of chairs. All of the articles are in
oak, to match the woodwork of Ascen-
sion Hall, and are in the same style as
the furnishings which have been
placed in the faculty offices.
Mr. Maury has also presented to the
Alumni Council two handsomely
bound minute books to contain a per-
manent record of the proceedings of
the Council and of its Executive Com-
mittee. These are substantial volumes
specially bound in red leather, with
appropriate lettering in gold.
ONE HUNDREDTH
THE KENTON COLLEGIAN
COMMENCEMENT
Continued from page one
One Hundred Years." President Peirce
will also address the members of the
Bexley graduating class.
Immediately preceeding the Com-
mencement services in Rosse Hall, the
Dedication of the renovated Ascension
Hall will take place. During the past
year Ascension Hall, the recitation and
administration building, erected in
1857, has beben completely done over
inside. This work has rendered the
building absolutely fireproof, except
for Philomathesian and Nu Pi Kappa
Halls, which have been preserved in
their original state. Bishop Leonard
and Bishop Vincent will conduct the
dedication ceremonies.
It is probable that at this same
time the portrait of President Peirce,
which is the gift of Frank H. Ginn,
90, to the college, will be formally
presented by him to the Rt. Rev. Boyd
Vincent, President of the Board of
Trustees of Kenyon College.
Some fitting dedication of the
President's office suite will take place
at that time. These handsome rooms
were the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Meeker of Columbus, Ohio, in mem-
ory of their son, J. E. Campbell Meek-
er, '17.
Word has been received that the
Senior Alumnus of Kenyon College,
James N. Gamble, '54, will be present
for Commencement week. It is sin-
cerely hoped that he will be able to
be here, and join with the other alum-
ni in celebrating the one hundredth
commencement of Kenyon College.
Alumni who have already announced
their intention of returning to the
Hill for commencement are:
'54 James N. Gamble. '69 Charles H.
Wetmore, '69 W. M. Dorsey, '72 T. P.
Linn, '73 W. M. Reynolds, '81 H. S.
Gregg. '84 J. Edward Good, '85 Alonzo
M. Snyder, '85 J. C. Williams, '85 War-
ren E. Russell, '86 William E. Grant,
'87 Alfred Granger, '88 George F. Dud-le- v,
'88 Henry C. Devin, '88 Grant
Swearineen. '89 Frank H. Ginn, '89
Edward T. Mabley, '89 T. T. Van
Swearingen, '91 J. V. Blake, '94 A. H.
Commins, '94 R. C. Ringwalt, '95 George
P. Atwater, '96 Albert N. Slayton, '96
Henry Stanberry, '96 L. H. Burnett, '96
Edggar J. White, '96 Charles C. Wright,
'98 J. J. Dimon, '998 George T. Irvine,
'98 P. B. Stanbery, '98 James A. Nelson,
'98 Frank I. Cornwell, '99 Leo H. Wer-theim- er,
'00 Rufus Southworth, '01 Fred
H. Zinn, '01 George F. Russell, '01 Walt-
er Curtis, '02 A. J. Aubbrey, '02 Wilbur
L. Cummings, '02 (Bex.) Louis E. Dan-
iels, '02 Howard B. Wright, '03 Albert
G. Liddell, '03 T. J. Goddard, '03 L.
Tate Cromley, '03 Walter T. Collins, '03
Clark Hammond, '03 William N. Wyant,
'04 M. F. Maury, '04 F. R. Jackson, '04
Charles C. Bolton, '04 L. A. Vaughn,
'06 Walter H. Brown, '06 Arthur L.
Brown, '06 James W. Hamilton, '06
Fred H. Hamm, '06 J. C. Lockwood, '07
Lester L. Riley, '07 C. C. Underwood, '07
Melvin D. Southworth, '07 George A.
Wieland, '08 Fred McGlashan, '08 H.
K. Davies, '08 R. D. Cahall, '09 C. C.
Childs, '09 J. F. Deatrick, '09 R. D.
Metzger, '09 L. R. Brigman, '10 A. L.
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Mrs, Crawford I
I AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On, Socks Darned
I and Ere rything Mended At No Additional Charge. s
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CORNELL and GREGORY
JEWELERS
13 West High Street Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Cardillo, '11 Alan Goldsmith, '11 Edwin
M. Todd, 11 B. H. Reinheimer, '12 R.
A. Weaver, '12 W. W. Coolidge, '12 R.
M. Watson, '13 John D. Boylan, '13
Donald Wonders, '13 Don C. Wheaton,
'13 F. B. Mallett, '14 E. M. Anderson,
'14 L. B. Dobie, '15 George W. Freeman,
'16 Don R. Smith, '16 T. E. Davey, '17
Elrick B. Davis, '17 J. Atlee Schafer,
'17 R. D. Nicholson, '17 P. W. Timber-lak- e,
'19 Francis E. Rogers, '20 Frank A.
Allen, '21 D'. L. Cablbe, '21 Donald C.
Mell, '21 Lewis J. Bailey, '22 J. B.
Cauley, '22 Fred H. Palmer, Jr., '22
Aaron C. Bennett, '23 Lane W. Barton,
'23 James S. Wood, '23 Frederic C.
Liepman, '23 Philip H. Hummel, '24 J.
C. Weaver, '24 Alex M. Duff, Jr., '24
William A. Cornelius, Jr., '25 Herbert
Rusk, '26 Samuel K. Workman, '26 F.
Alton Wade, '26 J. F. Furniss, '26 E. S.
Rutledge, '27 Chas. D. Marsh, '27 (Hon.)
C. Sturges Ball, '27 R. H. McCoy.
ItlSHOr ATW ATKK
Continued from page one
Church, which will be held in Wash-
ington during the coming October.
Dr. Atwater is also an author of na-
tional reputation. His book, "The
Episcopal Church: Its Message for
Men Today," is widely read, and is
used as a textbook in many theologi-
cal seminaries at the present time.
The newly elected bishop is a loyal
alumnus of the college, and an earn-
est worker in any cause which is for
the good of his alma mater. He is a
member of the Beta Theta Pi and Phi
Beta Kappa fraternities.
Toasted
Sandwiches
Fmc Three
CULTURAL PROGRESS
IN THE CORN BELT
The female secretary of a class in
one of our larger mid-weste- rn universi-
ties ilustrates the remarkable progress
toward the finer things in life which
education has made in the corn belt.
In a letter begging the members of the
class of 1888 of that institution to re-
turn to their alma mater for this year's
commencement exercises, the above-mention- ed
female secretary unburdens
herself of the following gem in the
ensuing grammatical manner:
"You will hardly know the University
on account of its wonderful growth and
improvement. When we were in college
we knew practically all in attendance.
Imagine how it is now! One recites in
a class of 100 and does not know the
persons sitting on either side of them."
Compliments
of
Bateman's
Restaurant
Candyland
Paul Bateman,
Mgr.
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MacDIARMIDS CANDIES I
Sf;o exclusively by
1 KOKOSING LUNCH SHOP !
10 8. Main St. Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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I Noon Luncheon Candy
I 11 a. m. to 2 p. m. Soda I
Dinner
5 p. in. to 8 p. m.
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Regular Dinners at All Hours I
CRYSTAL RESTAURANT j
I Cor. Main and Ohio Ave.
LADIES REST ROOM
I Open Day and Night Mt. Vernon
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- 109 South Main Street
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Mount Vernon, Ohio . f
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FRESHMAN SEGREGATION
The Alumni Council believes that its
proposal of the segregation of fresh-
men is the very scheme which will pro-
mote class spirit rather than fraternity
spirit among future alumni of the col-
lege, and which will consequently
make those alumni more loyal to Ken-yo- n
We agree that the loyalty of our
alumni to the college is a consumma-
tion worthy of a great deal of effort
but we question what the gentlemen ot
the Council seem to take for granted
that the development of class spirit
will increase the loyalty of the alumni
body And further, we distinctly ques-
tion whether the plan which has been
outlined to the student body for its in-
spection would accomplish its aim.
The men most interested in seeing
the adoption of this plan confess that
it would probably meet with little suc-
cess without the whole-hearte- d approv-
al and co-opera- tion of the student
body. Unfortunately, It sadly lacks this
support, and there is little indication
that the college men would ever place
the stamp of their approval on such a
scheme. It seems odd that the difler-eno- e
of opinion in this matter should
be so cleanly divided between the col-
lege and its alumni. Such unanimity of
ideas in either group cannot be either
disregarded utterly or dismissed lightly.
When a large number of alumni, after
careful consideration and discussion,
advocate a move which cannot person-
ally benefit any of them in the slight-
est degree, their counsel is certainly
fv. r.f r.nnciHpra.hle thoueht. And,
on the other hand, when a student body
which generally entertains sucn a di-
versity of opinion on any subject as
the Kenyon men are acustomed to hold
suddenly finds itself almost unani-
mously opposed to some plan, that plan
were better examined minutely before
Why is it that we find the alumni all
on one side In the discussion of this tm- -t.t miocHnn and the student body
directly opposed to them? We venture
to offer an explanation.
Remoteness always bears with it a
tendency to idealize. This Is true just
as much of a situation as of an object.
No man who has been out of college
even one or two years can completely
cast aside his curent ideas and the ef-
fect made upon his thought processes
by his current environment and recol-
lect once more exactly how he felt and
thought when he was in college. His
memory does not necessarily have to be
clouded by sentiment for him to con-jure up quite naturally an imperfect,
or rather a too perfect, recollection of
his own attitude as an undergraduate.
ho w thp w-tin- ns and reactions of a
college boy through the perspective of
a more mature man. May we be so bold
as to dispell this rosy glow wnicn is
perhaps clouding a clear view of the
question, so far as the alumni are con-
cerned, and show them what the under-
graduates think of the matter?
The discipline of the freshmen under
the proposed plan would be in charge
of the .heads of the divisions in which
they lived. Yet soon after the beginning
of the year the freshmen would be
pledged to the various fraternities, and i
few indeed would find themselves as- - ;
signed to the division which was later
to be their permanent quarters. Thus
they would be responsible to the men
they had chosen to live with for their
pledge tasks, and would also be respon-
sible to the men with --whom they were
forced to live for their observance of
study hours, dormitory regulations, and
so forth. How many freshmen would
recognize the authority of a group
which they did not care for and to
which they were indebted for nothing?
Not very many, we dare say. But that
is only one side of the question. How
many division heads would be willing
to enforce discipline over men in whom
they did not have the slightest personal
interest and whose success or failure in
college made utterly no difference to
them or to their organization? We know
of two or three who have already said
that they couldn't dream of being both-
ered to make enemies for so little rea-
son, or to prepare men scholastically for
their initiation into a rival group. The
whole thing would soon resolve itself
into a class of rebellious freshmen, who
might be managed by stern discipline,
and a few indifferent division chiefs,
who might be willing to supervise the
conduct of a few unusually aocue iresn-me- n.
Then what would be the result of this
delightful situation? Probably the ma-jority of the freshman class would have
to be expelled from college at the end
of the first semester because of poor
grades. Nothing is so condusive to a
lack of study as a half-heart- ed attempt
to enforce study, and tne average iresn-ma- n
certainly will not study overmuch
unless he is under some sort of super-
vision. Doubtless the originators of this
new plan observed the success of fresh-
man sprzreeation at Dartmouth and
other large eastern institutions. But at
Dartmouth the freshmen all live in a
freshman dormitory, and their study
and orderly conduct is supervised by
proctors who are members 01 me latui-t- y.
The advantages of such a system
arc nhvlnns. but at Kenyon we must
dispense with all those advantages if
we are to adopt the same system, suice
we have no freshman dormitory.
Freshman study would not be organ
ized and the men would live in me iirst
floors of the various divisions, scattered
oil nvr rho -- nmnns We think that such
an arrangement would form only cli
ques not class spirit.
We hope that we have succeeded in
pointing out the impracticability of the
freshman segregation project a
seen by the majority of the student
iwin PArhr,t thp reasons which we
have given for its inevitable failure pre
suppose sullenness on tne part 01 wie
freshman, selfishness on the part of the
division heads, and lack of co-opera- tion
on the part of the entire coUege, but we
are afraid that if the alumni Insist on
.ovirwr this idea through they will
find that they have to cope with all
three of those forces.
And, as we said before, there Is some
doubt as to whether or not an increase
in Kiiu eniHr. would increase the loy
alty of the alumni body. There again,
the promoters of the new plan fasten
their gaze on the universities, where
classes are very large, and on the east-o- r,
xniiprsoQ whprp fraternities are rela
tively unimportant. The fraternal unit
has always been the tie of the Kenyon
alumnus to his college tne envision
nu tho tip nf thp nnn-fratern- itv man.
Tradition should certainly be changed
if tradition is wrong. But if one wishes
to uproot a tradition 01 sucn mug
ofanrllnir Q c niir hnilKVnff SVStem. One
must have a substitute which will All
the gap left by the abandoned prece-
dent. And one must either have an ex-
cellent substitute or the thorough sup-
port of the college men. Since that sup-
port is lacking for the current proposal,
then the plan will have to be excellent
if it hopes to succeed. And we do not
believe that the plan is possessed of
many excellencies not embodied in the
present system.
in ehnrt wp maintain that the Dlan.
if successful, would accomplish no very
great good or bring about any startling
changes, and that, as long as the un-
dergraduate attitude remains what It
is, the plan for the segregation of fresh-
man can never be successful.
THE COMMONS AGAIN
Two months ago we published an edi-
torial in protest against the Inexcusably
poor quality of the food at the college
INTRODUCIN-G-
Latt month, Prof. "Goofy" Jane
Looking at an object from more than
one angle has always been considered
the most thorough method of observa-
tion. It Is for this reason that we
humbly submit to the approval of our
readers our staff artist's supplement to
that more formal work, recently exe-
cuted by Mr. Karl Anderson. This is
commons. At that time we suggested
that something might be done about
It, hoping that outside action would not
be necessary, and that the commons
fare would improve as the result of our
rather pointed hint that it was certain-
ly not all that it should be. But during
that two months the food at the com-
mons, if such a thing were possible, has
been even worse than it was at the
time of our Initial plea. It is quite ob-
vious that no attempt has been made
to better the quality of the food or of
the service, and that none will be made
as long as the thirty-fiv- e dollar com-
mons fee is attached to each student's
term bill each semester.
This fee amounts to seventy dollars a
vear for each student of Kenyon Col
lege, and our enrollment generally con-
tains about two hundred and fifty
names. It requires no very Intimate
acquaintance with mathematics to cal-
culate the number of thousands of dol
lars which the commons receives from
this source before It ever serves a meal.
ComDared to that sum the profit ob
tained from actually giving men board
in exchange for an additional five dol
lars a week is rather trifling. The dlf
ference, then, between serving good
food, to make a small profit from a
large number of men, and serving poor
food, to make a slightly greater prom
from an extremely small group of men,
is slight. In either event the principal
source of profit Is to be derived from
the commons fees paid by the college
men in their term bills.
In our former protest we suggested a
systematic and organized boycotting
I of the commons. In view of what we
: I
!
the ninth of a series of character
sketches presented by the COLLEOIAN
this year.
The Editor.
This is the last of the series of char-
acter sketches to be presented by the
COLLEGIAN this year.
Wm. F. Pelrce.
have said above, it scarcely seems that
boycotting would accomplish a great
deal. The commons would still receive
seventy dollars a year from each stu
dent, and would have to meet no run-
ning expenses whatsoever. It seems that
there is nothing to be done. An organ-
ized protest from the student body
might, or might not, remedy this de-
plorable situation. But who would lead
such a protest? As long as there are
places in Gambler where a healthy,
normal human can get a healthy, nor-
mal meal no one cares enough about
the matter to take such a difficult ini-
tiative. This is an instance where Ken-yon- 's
admirable lack of the convention-
al sort of college spirit falls to work
for the general good.
The only remaining course, as we see
matters, is to appeal to the alumni
council and to whatever members of
the faculty have it in their power to
take any action against existing con-
ditions at the commons. We are sure
that neither of these bodies would let
such a situation exist for a moment if
they had any adequate conception of
its extremity. Since there seems to be
no hope left that the commons man-
agement, on Its own initiative, will take
compassion on the college men's per
fectly natural desire for palatable and
healthy food, we hereby request that
the faculty committee and the alumni
council attempt, at commencement
time, to discover the true state of af-
fairs existing at the commons. If thelr
findings coincide with those which the
college men have made during the past
eight months, further words will be an
idle waste of time.
PHI BETA KAPPA
Every few months the newspapers
pick up some new fad, play with it
awhile, cover their front pages with it,
and then suddenly abandon it
to utter oblivion. Once upon a time
this fad was Red Grange; again it was
channel swimming; marathon danc-
ing absorbed the public interest for a
brief interval; and even hog calling in
Iowa and Eugene O'Neil in New York
have had their periods of prominence
in the public eye. And working hand
in glove with the newspapers we have
the publicity seekers, the shallow souls
who are willing to submit to any in-
dignity or inconvenience, if by doing
so they may attain notoriety. This
willing cooperation between those whose
business it is to ferret out the sensa-
tional and those whose ardent desire
it is to see their names in print is con-
stantly bringing into the limelight cer
tain vulgar persons who would cer-
tainly benefit society in general by re-
maining in their native obscurity.
In recent weeks a new fashion has
been gaining popularity in direct pro-
portion to the increasing publicity
which it is being granted. We refer to
the current vogue of declining elections
to Phi Beta Kappa. Over a month ago
it became known that a student in one
of our leading universities had refused
an invitation to join this famous hon-
orary society. To examine the condi-
tions and thought processes which mo-
tivated this original refusal is not part
of our present intention. It is quite
possible that its author was perfectly
sincere and that he acted entirely in
accordance with his principles. But the
results of his action have been far
reaching. The newspapers and college
publications immediately took the mat-
ter up, discussed it thoroughly, if sup-
erficially, and handed it over to the
public.
Since that time a number of other
students in various parts of the country
have found the royal road to notoriety
by publicly refusing to become members
of Phi Beta Kappa. Always the re-
fusal is accompanied by some terse and
scholarly excuse. One of the favor-
ites in such cases is. "I do not believe
that the standards of Phi Beta Kappa
form the criterion of true scholastic
achievement." Certainly that is a nice-
ly turned sentence. It rolls off the
tongue easily. It looks well in print.
And very possibly it is true. But if it
is true, what of it? Should we as hu-
mans decline to live, and give as our
excuse that "we do not believe that the
order of things as we find them on this
earth comprises the millenium?"
For over a century and a half Phi
Beta Kappa has failed to be the criter-
ion of true scholastic achievement; for
one hundred and fifty-tw- o years this
rank weed of imperfection has been al-
lowed to flourish in our very midst. And
only now a few enlightened and pene-
trating souls are showing us the error
of our ways the error into which the
most learned men our nation has pro-
duced have been falling since 1776. Of
course it is only a coincidence that this
great revelation began to be made im-
mediately after it became evident
that prominence and an odor of smart-
ness would attend one who declined
Phi Beta Kappa's invitation.
The entire matter is best dropped.
The bone of contention in this case
bears with it the meat which nourishes
the entire issue. If the friends and
members of Phi Beta Kappa will ignore
the unwelcome publicity which the so-
ciety is receiving at present, the whole
business will probably collapse like a
child's balloon. But unfortunately well-meani- ng
persons are insisting on
championing the cause of the society,
and are succeeding only In prolonging
a controversy which would otherwise
have been supplanted already in the
realms of heavy, black type by some
other question of equally tremendous
importance.
- If that is the case we should follow
our own advice and fail to create an
issue by not pursuing the matter any
further. We cannot help feeling, how-
ever, that one fact ought to be obvious
to even the most limited intelligence.
It is that membership in Phi Beta
Kappa, whatever ideal it does not
signify, at least is conclusive evidence
of a fair amount of natural ability and
a willingness to work, while a column
of newspaper publicity of the usual
sort is a tale told by an idiot, signny-in- g
nothing.
withdrawal from college.
THE KENYON COLLS (JIAN
ATHLETIC APPOINTMENTS
MADE
Managers for the various teams have
been chosen tentatively for the college
year 1928-192- 8. For some sports, the
managerial staff is not complete, but at
present the following men have been
chosen :
Football: G. D. Hitler, '29, and T. H.
Sheldon, '29, assisted by R. B. Doug-
las, '30, and G. H. Jones, '30.
Basketball: T. W. Taylor, '29.
Track: C. S. Reif snider, Jr., '29.
Tennis: C. L. Dunlop, '29, assisted by
B. A. Dawson, '30.
Captains for the teams for next year
have not been chosen, except for bas
ketball, of which team N. L. Putnam,
'29, was chosen captain before his
So far the Assistant to the Athletic
director has not yet been named, but
both C. M. Cott, '29, and J. G. Wood
'29, are being considered for the posi
tion.
ERRATUM
The COLLEGIAN wishes to take
this opportunity to offer its most
sincere apologies to Mr. Ashford for
having wounded his delicate sensi-
bilities with the use of the word
"acquiesce." We admit that our
faulty grammar was due to gross
carelessness on our part, and in the
future we shall earnestly endeavor
to avoid such mistakes. Certainly
improper grammatical usage in a
college publication is nothing to en-
thuse over.
POEIENTERTAINS STAFF
AT SMOKER
Joe Poe entertained the members of
the new and old COLLEGIAN staffs at
a smoker in the Sterling Room of Old
Kenyon on the evening of Friday, the
5th of May. Dr. Reeves and Dr. Tim-berla- ke
represented the faculty at this
gathering, and Mr. Ringwalt, of Mt.
Vernon, was present as a prominent
member of the alumni association and
as a valuable advisor of long standing
to the COLLEGIAN.
Dr. Reeves gave his opinion of the
COLLEGIAN during the past year, and
made several valuable suggestions for
the future. Dr. Timberlake told the
men something about the nature and
management of the publication during
the period of his editorship, in 1917.
Mr. Ringwalt spoke on the value of the
COLLEGIAN as a connecting link be-
tween the student body and the alum-
ni. He was also able to make several
suggestions which the staff has been
glad to follow to the best of its ability.
; !
1 T. '
Following these talks an informal
discussion of some length took place.
Since faculty, students, and alumni
were all represented, one or two mat-
ters of current interest to all three of
these bodies claimed the attention of
the group. A lively argument ensued, in
which difference of opinion was cer-
tainly not lacking, and which was only
concluded by the arrival of refresh-
ments.
The undoubted success of this occa-
sion seems to have definitely establish-
ed it as a precedent for all retiring ed-
itors of the COLLEGIAN to follow.
SENIOR CLASS PLAY
IS BEING REHEARSED
Norville Lind Will Feature As Soloist
"Ten Nights in a Barroom," a melo-
drama of the latter part of the nine-
teenth century, is the play to be pre-
sented by the class of '28 on Saturday,
June 16. Dr. Reeves has been work-
ing diligently and faithfully in get-
ting the characters and their parts in
shape. The choice of men fitted for
the various parts was no little task,
but finally Dr. Reeves definitely de-
cided upon the cast, which includes:
D. M. Smith as Joe Morgan, the
village drunkard, around whom the
action develops.
R. T. French as Sample Switchell,
a frequenter of the bar.
R. M. Weh as Simon Slade, the vil-
lain, in the guise of innkeeper and
bartender.
L. A. Mullen as Frank Slade, son
to Simon Slade.
S. B. Boudreau as Harvey Green, the
notorious gambler.
J. Q. Martin as Mr. Romaine, the
philanthropic old gentleman who fili-
ally effects a reform movement.
B. Sturges as Mrs. Morgan.
E. H. Stanton as Mrs. Slade.
N. M. Lind as little Mary Morgan,
the girl who utters those deathless
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lines beginning, "Father, dear father,
come home with me now "
V. R. Muir as Mehitabel Jane Anne
Cartwright, the charmingly eccentric
old maiden lady whose chief delight
seems to be In flaunting letters before
the amazed villagers.
R. G. Hubbell as WUlie Hammond,
the squire's son, whom the gambler
nearly leads to the path that leads
to destruction.
Practically all the remainder of the
class as loiterers in the barroom, etc.
"Ten Nights in a Barroom" was
originally written in the gay Victorian
period, and in its best manner by
Wilson T. Bennette. It is, in effect,
an urgent plea for prohibition. Since
its first presentation it has been
striving to effect an attitude of mind
upon Its observers that of forcing
people to see the need for prohibition.
For many years It was almost entire-
ly moribund, but a few years ago it
was revived in New York, where Its
success was immediate.
Fountain Pens,
Desk Sets,
and Pipes
Your name engraved free on any
pipe or pen bought here.
Heckler Pharmacy
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1 MT. VERNON RADIO CO.
j Radiola and Atwater Kent Radios
j Complete Radio Service
16 North Main Phone 991 Red
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CAMP SOKOKIS
Bridgton, Maine
Established 1916
"A typical high-cla- ss camp is a place
where boys may lead a simple, happy and
manly outdoor life, in which emphasis is
placed upon clean, sturdy living, upon
reverence and manners, upon Christian
character, self-relian- ce and physical ac-
complishments."
Seven "Grandsons" of Kenyon
Are on our roll.
For Booklet address
Lewis C. Williams
171 W. 12 St., New York City
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CAMPUS
KENYON MEN TO
TOUR EUROPE
Shortly after the close of school a
number of the students are going to
Europe for the summer, to travel and
educate themselves as they see fit.
Among those going abroad are Thomas
Bissell, '28. Austin McLain, '28, Gus-tav- us
Foos, '28, Philip Guthrie, '29, J.
Braddock Sturges, '29, Andrew W. Rose,
'30, and Selwyn P. Jenkins, '31, Robert
Baxter, '29, Edward Southworth, '29,
Roof Gilson, '29, and C. T. Malcomson,
'30.
Sailing on the S. S. Baltic, June
25, are Bissell, McLain, Poos, Guthrie,
and Rose. Foos, who was abroad last
summer, will join his mother and sis-
ter immediately upon his arrival in
England. Bissell and McLain will make
an extensive tour of the continent, in-
cluding France, Italy, Germany, Swit-
zerland, and Holland. They plan to re-
turn to this country about the end of
August. Guthrie will join members of
his family in Italy, where he will re-
main until fall. Rose will travel with
his cousin, who is accompanying him.
They plan to tour the continent, ter-
minating in Amsterdam where they will
attend the Olympic Games.
Robert Baxter '29 is sailing on the
Carmania, June 29, 1928. Edward
Southworth '29 will sail on the 4th of
July, aboard the S. S. Montnairn. Roof
Gilson '29 plans to sail on the 27th of
June, and C. T. Malcomson will sail
June 16. Jim Ulmer '28, who plans to
go abroad this summer, has not yet an
nounced his date of sailing.
On July 12, Braddock Sturges will
sail from New York on the S. S. Ro-chambe- au.
In France Sturges will take
up his studies at the Sorbonne for the
year 1928-192- 9, where he will receive
his master's degree.
While during the same summer, the
only sisms of life which will be witness
ed by Gambier will be the annual
Church Conference, which includes
both Dioceses of Ohio. There will be no
summer school held this year, as there
was last, and the residents of Gambier
will enjoy a peaceful and quiet vacation
until fall, when the first train arrives
bringing students for the coming year.
DR. BALL ADDRESSES
NU PI KAPPA SOCIETY
For some years the Nu Pi Kappa so-
ciety has been unable to meet in its
regular hall because of the dilapidat-
ed condition of that place, and because
of the partitions which divided It into
separate compartments prior to the
renovation of Ascension Hall. But now
Nu Pi Hall Is a spacious, handsome,
and beautifully appointed chamber as
a result of that renovation.
On the evening of Sunday, the 20th
of May, the members of Nu PI Kappa
met in Nu Pi Hall for the first time
since Its recent remodeling. The Rev.
Dr. Ball read an Interesting, logical,
and forceful paper on Christianity. An
Informal discussion followed, during
the course of which Dr. Ball ably sup-
ported his paper against the onslaught
of the doubtful. Nearly the entire
membership of the society was present
ASSEMBLY DISCUSSES
FRESHMAN SEGREGATION
The proposed plan for the segrega-
tion of freshmen was discussed in the
regular June meeting of the Kenyon
Assembly. Several of the men in college
had a conference with President Peirce
bhe morning before the Assembly meet-
ing, at which meeting the men express-
ed their disfavor for the new plan. Ar-
guments on both sides were offered at
the Assembly meeting. After a great
deal of rather illogical discussion, in the
course of which some men spoke with-
out waiting for recognition from the
chair, a protest was drafted for pre-
sentation to the Alumni Council at
their Commencement meeting. Since, as
was pointed out, there was not a quor-
um present at the meeting, the peti-
tion expresses a vehement protest
against the new plan, which protest is
presented by the majority of the men
who were sufficiently Interested in the
question to attend the Assembly
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STRING QUARTET
VISITS GAMBIER
Through the courtesy of Mr. Frank
H. Ginn, alumnus in the class of '90,
and member of the board of trustees,
the college was given the great privi-
lege of hearing the String Quartet of
the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra on
Monday evening, the 14th of May. This
quartet, one of the major organiza-
tions of its kind in the United States,
is made up of Josef Fuchs, first vio-
lin, Rudolph Ringwall, second violin,
Carlton Cooley, viola, and Victor de
Gomez, violincello.
This was the second time during the
past year that Gambier society had
the opportunity of hearing a string
quartet, and consequently the enjoy-
ment and appreciation was increased
with those who are familiar with such
music as well as with those who have
but a passing acquaintance.
The program consisted of composi-
tions by three of the best-love- d wri-
ters of music for string quartets,
Haydn, Glazounoff, and Dohnanyi.
The Quartet in D major, perhaps more
popularly known as "The Lark," was
the first to be given. Haydn early found
freedom of expression in the string
quartet, and accordingly left a great
many of them to the world. "The Lark"
is one of the loveliest of these, and one
that has a great appeal for the average
listener.
The set of short pieces called Novel-lette- s,
by Glazounoff, are in all proba-
bility from his youthful period. The
two presented by the quartet, "Interlu-diu- m
in Modo Antico" and "Orientale,"
show different aspects of his ability.
The first discloses the use of one of the
antique scales, apparently the Dorian,
and the second displays the Russian In-
terest in Eastern rythms and coloristic
suggestiveness.
Dohnanyi's Quartet In D. flat major
caused Brahms to express his admira
tton for the composer. The great favor
and popularity of this work are aouDt-less- ly
due to the richness and warmth
of the lyrical element and to the har-
monic snnorltv with an absence of
scholastic profundity.
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Cleaning, Pressing,
Repairing
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JACK AND FRED
GARAGL
ROAD SERVTCT5
IS AL UMNI ATHLETIC
INTEREST WANING
A paragraph from a recent book, re-
view may be of interest to the alumni
of Kenyon College, or of any other
college. It appeared- - in "The Saturday
Review of Literature" on May 26th, and
is taken from a criticism of "The Cam-
pus," a book recently published by
Professor R. C. Angell, of the Univer-
sity of Michigan. In this criticism F.
P. Keppel, the reviewer says: "Profes-
sor Angell would have derived comfort
from the present feeling of experienced
alumni scretaries that the athletic
bonds tying the alumnus to his alma
mater are wearing thin and that some
way may be found to supplant them by
intellectual ties as well."
The Uaitud Suoa Repairing Company'
xpirts, after repeated teata, atwatrded
tutu ahoy the
OFFICIAL. AWARD OF MERIT
It remain here just as long an our
wrk meet! their high ita.odrdn.
M. GARBER
Went of Vina Theater oo
South Mulberry Street
Mr.. V jruon. Ohio
SHOE REPAIRING
COLLEGE MEN WILL FLY
THIS NEW TYPE MONOPLANE
j
L
' i
The above Is a picture of the new Simplex Red Arrow monoplane, said to have aperformance unexcelled by any airplane in America within $500 of its price. This
is the ship used by the Great Lakes Airways In their flying school at Chautau-qua Lake, N. Y. They are making attractive offers to college students who wish
to learn to fly on their vacation, at one of America's most beautiful summer
playgrounds, where they can also get plenty of golf, riding, sailing, fishing or
dancing. They will send details upon request, from their offices at Jamestown,
N. Y., or Mayville, N. Y. The Great Lakes Airways are also distributors of" theSimplex Red Arrow monoplanes.
3
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Barbering up to a Standard
and not down to a price.
THOMAS A. WILSON
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MARDIS MUSIC STORE
Home of Victor and Brunswick
ALWAYS THE LATEST RECORDS
West Side Public Square Mount Vernon, Ohio
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j COLLEGE OF LAW I
I University of Cincinnati(Cincinnati L aw School)
Announces the opening of its ninety-sixt- h year Sept. 24, 1928
For catalogue aui otlier information address
; s
I Secretary, College of Law,
I University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio f
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OLD LETTER DESCRIBES
KENYON A CENTURY AGO
INTERESTING MANUSCRIPT IS
GIVEN TO COLLEGE LIBRARY
I
Mrs. Charlotte Rose Johnson of
Newport News, Virginia, has recently
presented to the college library a let-
ter
I
written by a student of Kenyon
College to his sister in the year 1835. in
The letter itself, now under glass in
the magazine room of the library, was
found among the effects of the late
Mrs. Aydelotte J. Standers, of New-
port News, the niece of Henry William
Aydelotte, a member of the class of
1838 at Kenyon College. Mrs. Stand-
ers
of
was the daughter of the "Dear Sis-
ter" to whom the old letter in question
was addressed.
Th manuscriDt had to be sent by
post from Gambier to Cincinnati at
considerable expense, and was written
before the invention of envelopes.
The letter follows:
"Kenyon College, August 4, 1835
"Dear Sister,
"I had almost despared of hearing
from you, and began to think that the
letter was lost. I was sitting in my i
window on Saturday morning reading
nrooir wVion T saw somebody coming
toward the College. He drew nigher.
When loe and behold it was friend
Sturges. I could not think what
brought him back, never mind he
brought the letters, he was the bearer
of some bad news to Gassaway, he has
looked very bad and melancholy ever
since, the news affected him very
much.
"I was very glad to see Father, he
brought me a staok, a great many
newspapers and some candy from
David and John, thank them for it,
and tell them that I will try to bring
them something in return. I went to
town with Father, it was the first
kivip t.hnt T had been since I have been
here, he left me some money to come
home with the session ends in four
weeks. The morning Father went, the
Bishop held a levee all the students
went up to see him, as I was in town
I could not go, he had just got back
from England. The students of the
-- nHi-iricra TTnivprxitv sent to the stu- -
dents, by the bishop, a letter wishing
us all prosperity ana gooa iuck, me
paper was signed by 280 of the Gowns-o- n
TTnrteraduates. &c. &C.
Mr. Sparrow was appointed by the
students to answer it. me smaenu.
are to sign their names to it, and so
my name will go to England. Tell
Hannah Moore to put her Up down,
i-t- .r and Father's to answer,
that I will try to write to her, I have
you know letters dont go free, nor
money grow on bushes.
"When you write direct the letter
to Mr. Henry William Ayiaeioii o-e- u-
-- u.tro oamhier. Knox County,
.juu we ,
now you will have no excuse. I wish
that the Yellow Springs were within
twrnif of this place. I might
step down and pay mother a visit, but
I think that she is at, nome uy "uo
time, by Father's letter, I suppose that
you cannot talk rrencn yet. ahcic
is a Polish gentleman here that
teaches French and drawings, I
should like to attend his class, he has
taken a view of the college, and sent
it on to New York to be engraved. I
have taken two copies, the price Is
twenty-fiv- e cents apiece, I shall bring
them home with me.
"Father told me In his letter to
pack up everything when I started,
that he did not know whether I
should come back, but that it was his
intention that I should, (don't tell this
to anyone) I don't know what kind
of figure I will cut, I am tanned a
yellow as a Mohawk, and increased a
pretty considerably in bulk. I have
grown all together out of my last sum-
mer clothes, the new clothes that were
made this summer, are very rotten, I
have had them washed twice ana iney
have become very rotten, I am afraid
that I shall have to get a new pair,
for Sunday and the examination.
"We have had some hot weather to,
part of the last week was very hot,
then it was pretty cold, I got a bad
cold from this change. I have also
suffered from a headache this 3 or 4
days. Talking about the children
growing, I believe that I have grown
some to, two inches I believe, since
I left home, there is no danger but
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what I shall know them, though I i
did forget Elizabeth in my last letter,
but I never saw her, give her a kiss j
and Jane also.
"If you see Lewis Cist give my re-snw- tj!
to him. and tell him not to
forget his promise, he will know what
mean, tell him that I answered his
last letter, I suspect that he did not
get it, I have learned to swim since
have been here and that is some-somethin- g.
Never mind the mistake
this letter, there is plenty I know. of
"Your affectionate brother,
"Henry William Aydelott.
"P. S. Answer this when you think
proper."
Thp lpt.t.pr is conied as SDelled and
punctuated. It was addressed to Care
B. P. Aydelott, Miss Caroline S.
Aydelott, Cincinnati, Ohio, Hamilton
County. The Rev. B. P. Aydelott was
at that time one of the trustees of
Kenyon College.
The writer, Henry William Aydelott,
was fifteen years old at the time the
letter was written. In the general cat-
alogue of the college, published in 1899
he is named among the non-graduat- es
of the class of 1838.
The following notes refer to items
in the letter:
The "friend Sturees" named would
probably be George B. Sturges oi tne
class of 1839, who died that year De-fo- re
obtaining his degree.
"Gassawav." also mentioned, was
probably the Rev. Stephen Griffith
Gassaway, '37, A. M. '40, of Cincin-
nati, who died in 1854.
In 1835-3- 6 the vacations came in
the spring and fall, three weeks in
the former and eight weeks in the
latter.
The bishop referred to is Bishop
Mcllvaine.
A greeting from Oxford similar to
the one referred to is in existence, but
not one from Cambridge. While there
was a Thomas Sparrow among the
students, the Mr. Sparrow appointed
to answer it, was aouDtiess tne itev.
William Sparrow, Professor of Divini
ty and Vice-Preside- nt or tne college.
TENNIS COURTS
ARE PRAISED
TViic vpar thp tennis courts have
hoar, in pvr.pllpnt rendition, thanks to
the faithful work of B. A. Dawson, "30,
assisted by the cooperation or tne men
in the three divisions of Old Kenyon in
Irppnintr thp rntirts clean. Durinff the
Ohio State Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament, held on the courts May
24-2- 6, many of the visiting players
made favorable comments upon the
conditions of the courts. In particular,
the Cline brothers from Saint Xavier
said that the courts were in the best
condition of any on which they had
iii.iliiiMiiiwiwiniMfiiliiiii
! BUY A 1929
They were issued May 5. Twenty-fiv- e
I copies have been saved for Com- -
mencement visitors. They will be sold
at $5.50 in Alumni Room June 16, 17, 18. j
1 The book contains: an ALUMNI FEATURE SECTION ; f
I THIRTY INDIVIDUAL PICTURES OF THE FACULTY;
I THIRTY PAGES IN COLOR, representing in border mats the
I English pilgramage of Philander Chase; a COMPLETE SUM- -
s MARY of all student and campus activities for the year ; SIX- -
- TEEN WOODCUTS as subtitle illustrations ; ANTIQUE BUFF, ?
I DECXELED-EDGE- D TWO COLOR division pages; in short
- mTn mrnmpn-- n PACTS OV A BEAUTIFULLY COM- - 1
I PILED RECORD OF THE YEAR, bound in a stiff, seal brown, ?
i leather cover, bearing a shaded bronze lixeness oi oibuupjuu.
1 Tte book is the MOST COMPLETE and MOST ARTISTIC
I ever issued at Kenyon.
i J B STURGES, editor
BEXLEY NOTES
BEXLEY COMMENCEMENT
TO ATTRACT ALUMNI
The Bexley Hall commencement cere-
monies and the special exercises com
memorating the hundredth anniversary
the graduation of Bexley's first class
will probably constitute no inconsider-
able part of the many events which will
take place in Gambier during Com-mannam- ont
wpplc A number of the
crmriniit'.ps nf the theoloeical seminary
have definitely announced their inten
tion of returning to the mil ior me
centennial commencement of their di-
vinity school, and it is believed that
an even greater number will actually
present themselves when the time ar-
rives.
ALUMNI NOTES
OF BEXLEY MEN
Th ppv William C. Munds, '28, was
ordained to the Priesthood in Emman-
uel Church, Cleveland, Ohio, Sunday,
February 6th, by the Rt. Rev. Wil-
liam Andrew Leonard. He will continue
his work at Emmanuel Church as Di-
rector of Religious Education and Cur-
ate of the Parish.
The Rev. J. Keeney McDowell, la,
was ordained to the priesthood in Trin-
ity Cathedral on Monday, March 19th
by the Rt. Rev. Warren L. Rogers.
Mr. McDowell is rector of Trinity
Church, Findlay, Ohio.
The Rev. Abner Lord Fraser of the
class of 1887, died at his home in Tryon,
North Carolina, on February iutn oi
this year.
DllATlt. VIS itnrs at the Hall were the
Rev. Ernest C. Carhartt, 15; the Rev.
Harold Cleaver Zeis, '26; the Rev. paui
R. Savanack, '26; the Rev. Ray Alvln
Evans, '26; the Rev. John Stalker, '07;
the Rev. Lane Barton, '24; the Rev. I.
Jones; the Rev. Mr. Niccola; and the
Rev. Mr. Reinheimer.
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COLE IS SUBJEC1
OF HOBART ARTICLE
Our own Stuart Cole, Bexley '29, is
the subject of an article which recently
appeared in the Hobart "Herald," the
official organ of his alma mater. Since
it casts a ray of light on one of Gam-bier- 's
most mysterious characters, and
heaps additional glory on a .reputation
already great, we quote tne fieraia
write-u- p in its entirety:
"Stuart (Tookie) Cole of the class
nf woe nrrtflinpri rieacon in the min
istry of the Episcopal Church at Trin- -'
ity Church, Elmira, last weeK. uoie nas
the distinction of being the first mem- - "
ber of Trinity parish to be ordained in
the priesthood since the year 1908. Dr.
Bartlett delivered the sermon,- - and
Lewis E. Ward of the class of 1912 was
in attendance at the service. Cole is
now a student in Bexley Hall, a semin-
ary at Gambier, Ohio, where he will
continue his studies for six months. At
the end of that time he will be or-
dained as a priest in full orders.
"Though some of the readers will re-
member "Tookie" and his activity on
fhic iomnn5 nt.hprs mav be interested
to know something of him. A fine la-
crosse player, he played on the frosh
team and for three years on tne varsity.
RacifP.hnll nlass and fraternity, as well
as two years on the varsity, also claim
ed his attention. Outside oi nis atniet-i- c
activities he was distinguished as a
member of the Board of Control and
Chimera. According to his writeup In
the "Echo," he is one of the few Ho-
bart boys who was ever accused of pos-
ing for Arrow Collar ads. The Sigma PI
Kappa Fraternity claims him as one of
its members."
Johnston & Murphy
SHOES
$12.00 and $12.50
WALK-OVE- R SHOES
$6.50 and $8.50
Laundry Bags and Repairing'
Hie Jacobs Shoe Store
Gambier, Ohio
the Regal representative to
show you the $6.60 Regal
Reproduction of London's
Leading Shoe Style selling
on Regent Street at 75 hil-
lings ($18.25).
An EnglUh Oxford made
from Genuine Martin'a Im-
ported Scotch Grain, Full
Leather Lined, $6.60.
$60
REGAL
SHOES
Campus Representative
JOHN BIGGS
gMth Qua J
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CAMPUS
TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP
Xenephon's account of the anabasis
of the Ten Thousand, we will all agree,
is a tale of great bravery and of an
heroic retreat. But those who spend
their more sober moments in Gambier
do not need to revert to antiquity and
far-aw- ay scenes when they wish to en-ob- le
their souls with the inspiration of
so great an example. For here in our
midst, in the heart of our thriving lit-
tle community, an anabasis is conduct-
ed several times a week which, if possi-
ble, excels in military strategy, inter-pidit- y,
and valour that more noted re-
treat of the unsuccessful Greek expe-
dition.
Every Sunday morning, and two or
three afternoons during the week, a
small force of picked recruits is accus-
tomed to sally forth from the gates of
Harcourt and, with determined faces
and dauntles stride, to commence its
perilous and terror-fraug- ht march to
the Church of the Holy Spirit. This
valiant little band of Christian Sold-
iers marches, four abreast, along the
Middle Path as far as the People's Bank
before it reaches No Man's Land. Brisk
skirmishing then generally ensues, and
with a few minor casualties the dough-
ty troops reach sanctuary. There, in the
little, old church that has withstood
the storms of a thousand sermons, the
maidens of Harcourt find comparative
safety, although even here the opposing
forces keep up a steady barrage of kill
ing glances from behind the ramparts
of the choir stalls. Usually there are
spies in the army of the Purple, who
lurtlvely signal to their confederates in
the balcony, and thereby transmit mes-
sages of great weight and import by
means of secret codes, gestures, signs
and so forth.
It is after the conclusion of the
church service that active campaign-
ing recommences and the army is so
hard beset. Its first trial is the age-ol- d
choice between Scylla and Charibidis;
Moon Mullin on one hand and Smoking
Joseph Martin on the other. It is a true
dilemma, but Smoky Joe's baseball cap
lends such a terifying aspect to his
naturally ferocious countenance that
Mr. Moon generally bears the brunt of
the attack of the desperate column.
The charge is led in person by the of-
ficers of the army, who, by the force of
their own example spur on to greater
efforts the young privates who are
none too enthusiastic about this sort
of warfare and who would like to be at
peace with the enemy.
From then on my tale is that which
only a great bard must sing, if it is to
be properly recounted. Harried from
the rear, annoyed from all sides by the
snipe-shoote- rs of the enemy, and at-
tacked by long-distan- ce seige guns
placed on the commons' porch, the he-
roic Army of Harcourt fights its way
back to the sacred confines of its bar-
racks. This series of hard-wo- n battles
are causing much comment in military
circles, and it is even rumored that a
delegation from Washington is to visit
Gambier before long to investigate the
methods ajid tactics used in the retreat
of such a small force against such over-
whelming odds.
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BISHOP'S BACK BONE
NAMED
The Bishop's Backbone! There's a
unique phrase for you; and as peculiar
to Kenyon and the Hill as the Bakery,
Dicky Doolittle's, the Bulletin Board,
or the Middle Path. Yet how many
know the derivation of the name?
In search of such information, then,
your reporter came finally to the Oldest
Settler. The Oldest Settler, you know,
is the one to whom are referred all
questions of nativity, origin, epoch, and
dispute. To him we put the question of
"how did the Bishop's Backbone come
to be so named?"
"Ah, me," said the Oldest Settler.
"College ain't what it used to be, are
it?"
We were forced to concede that it
was not.
"No, sir," continued the Oldest Set
tler, "In the good old days there was
more pep in the place. Less devilment,
you understand," he explained, shaking
a gray beard, "less devilment, but more
goin' on!"
"But how did good Bishop Chase's
spinal column ever happen to be cho
sen as the name for a public highway?"
Thats what Im agittin at, re
plied the Oldest Settler, testily. "In
them days this here was a Church
College, you understand, but the boys
was more independent. What's more,
the old Bishop was pretty Independent
himself. A Tartar, that's what the old
boy was, a Tartar. He wanted every
thing to go just thus an' so, and if it
didn t, there was the very devil to pay."
But how about the Backbone? we
intervened.
"Now, listen here bub," said the Old
Settler. "You come here askin' me a
favor; and I'm willin to do it fer you.
But if you don't leave me tell it in my
own way without buttin' in all the time
with them .foolish questions, you'll
never git another thing outen me."
"As I was sayin', the Bishop was
pretty much of a monarch down here,
and things went just about as he said
they would. Among other things, the
Bishop was all against the boys takin'
a little trip to Mt. Vernon. And in the
spring, you understand, there's quite an
attraction in Mt. Vernon; anyway,
there was in them days.
"So the Bishop says there'll be no
goin' to Mt. Vernon durin' the week;
and the boys says there'll be plenty of
goin' to Mt. Vernon and anytime they
want to go, too. And the Bishop comes
back and soys: 'Over my dead back will
there be any goin' to Mt. Vernon during
the week'; and the boys says 'pooh,' and
that's that.
"Now, you understand there's only
one road in them days to Mt. Vernon:
this here road to the pike is a modern
improvement. So one night the boys
hold an indignation meetin' and vote
to go to Mt. Vernon on a Wednesday
night, Bishop or no Bishop. And sure
enough the very next night the whole
durn college traipseys out over the
road to Mt. Vernon and gets drunk.
And that's how from ever afterward
that road has been called 'The Bishop's
Backbone.'
"Ah, me," said the Oldest Settler,
Them days is gone forever!"
I wonder what he means.
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PITKIN'S RESTAURANT
"Service With a Smile"
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Mt. Vernon
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! AMERICAN BEAUTY SHOPPE I
I Hats Cleaned and Blocked
I Shoes Shined and Dyed I
I 13 South Main Street Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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TENNIS TOURNAMENT
PLAYED AT GAMBIER
St. Xavier Wins Annual Meet
Ohio's annual tennis treat, the In-
tercollegiate Tourney, was held May
25-- 6 at Gambier, with representatives
from seven Ohio colleges taking part in
the singles and doubles battles. Kenyon
was the host, and lived up to a host's
reputation by failing to win in either
section of the meet, being dissuaded as
early as the second round. On the com-
pletion of play, however, Kenyon men
began to play a more important part.
Joseph W. Scherr, '29, was elected
President of the Association for the
coming year, while Dr. Lee Barker Wal-
ton was appointed permanent Treas-
urer.
The Tourney resolved itself into a
St. Xavier holiday, as their representa-
tives won both the singles and doubles
honors with but slight competition. The
Cline brothers, Tom and Bill, having
defeated all opponents in singles play,
later paired in the doubles and met
with like success. Thomas Cline, reach-
ed the singles finals after strenuous
battles with Scherr of Kenyon andSpragens of Cincinnati. Brother Wil-
liam, having made short shrift of Haub
of Cincinnati, Miller of Wooster, and
Liu of Oberlin, also entered the final
round. For the second straight year,
then, it became a purely family affair,
and after having two rather prosaic
sets, Brother Tom kindly defaulted to
Brother William, thus returning a like
fraternal legacy in the tournament of
1927.
Paired in the doubles, the Clines
boys were forced to exert practically no
effort in overcoming Oberlin and Cin-
cinnati to capture their second cham
pionship of the meet. Unfortunately,
there was no opportunity for an ex-
pression of brotherly love, so Tom and
William had to share this honor be-
tween them.
A large and very beautiful champion-
ship cup, standing over three feet in
height, was presented to the Associa-
tion by St. Xavier. Three years of vic-
tory, not necessarily consecutive, will
place this remarkable gift in the per-
manent possesion of the victorious col-
lege. St. Xavier, thanks to the indefa-tiguab- le
Clines, have gone no little way
toward permanent ownership of their
own donation.
In the Consolation Singles, played
immediately after the other matches
had been run off, D. Kawasaki of Ken-
yon overcame Haub of Capitol and Mc-Ca- be
of Wooster to capture the Mauve's
only victory of the meet.
The Tourney in 1929 will be held at
St. XavieT.
"Say It with
Flowers'9
from
SHARP'S
FLOWER STORE
Phone 895
Mt. Vernon, Ohi
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Milk Butter
Ice Cream
Health and strength come from the liberal use of
dairy products.
Jn proportion to the food value contained, dairy
products are the lowest priced feods.
I JEWELL ICE CREAM and MILK CO. f
5
? Mount Vernon, Ohio 1
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Meet Me At The Bakery
Good Things To Eat
BEST OP SERVICE
Short orders at all hours.
Est. 1894.
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Billiard Room in Connection
H. C. Stoyle, Prop.
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We Cordially Invite You To Inspect Our Exten- - 1
sive Line Of Original And Artistic Novelties.
BOOK ENDS CANDLE STICKS
I ART OBJECTS ASH TRAYS j
I NOVELTIES I
THE BOOK and ART SHOP
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OPINION
THE KENYON "SPORTS MYTH"
It is true that a "Great Sports Myth"
exists here possibly as much, or more,
than in most colleges in Ohio. By a
"Great Sports Myth" at Kenyon I refer
to the absolute futility of expecting to
put sports on a real competitive and
paying basis, at the same time hoping
to keep up the reputation of the school.
This applies more to football than
to any other sport, and my question is,
"How can a school of two hundred and
fifty students ever hope to put out
teams equal to those of a school of
fifteen hundred or two thousand?"
People say that if the students really
took an interest in football it could be
done. Has any army ever beaten one
of six times its size simply because it
was more interested?
To have interest we must have win
ning teams, and to have winning teams
athletes must be imported. As far as I
have been able to find out, from listen-
ing to discussions on the subject, this
is not wanted. My freshman year a
great numbtr of the men said that if a
few more athletes were brought in we
would have a school of prize fighters
and tobacco-chewin- g bums. But at
that time the football team was a suc-
cess.
Living in Akron I discovered that the
feeling of Akron University towards us
was one of extreme antagonism and
disgust because of the dirty playing of
the team.
Almost the only solution I can see,
if we wish to keep our own self-estee- m
and the respect of other colleges, is to
abolish the paid athlete. If this is
done there will be no interest taken,
and if there is no interest, why have
a team?
Advertising may be a good argument,
but do we wish others to think of us
as a crowd of roughnecks for its sake?
ALUMNI CAMPAIGN
Continued from page one
Youngstown, with C. B. Senft, '11, and
Mansfield, with W. J. Rusk. "24.
Each geographical district has re-
ported progress, and numerous alum-
ni have sent in words of encourage-
ment and approval with their signed
membership cards. As typical of these
a note from the Rev. Gowan C. Wil-liam- ms,
'16, of Des Moines, Iowa, may
be cited:
"I approve heartily of the Idea of
tying up the men In this way. I have
always felt there was a great weak- -
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ness just there. Kenyon men should
do more themselves for Kenyon."
One card was recently received from
the son of a Kenyon man who is not
himself an alumnus, Mr. Charles J.
Maxwell, who has always been inter-
ested in the college, and is an hono-
rary member of the Philadelphia
Alumni Association.
The policy of the Finance Commit-
tee remains as it was when stated in
the April Collegian: "We are not in-
terested so much in the amount of any
man's subscription; our chief interest
lies in getting every Kenyon man en-
rolled as a member. The main pur-
pose is to unite the Kenyon alumni
body into an active force for the bet-
terment of the college."
While this is the main purpose, the
uses to which it is planned to devote
the subscriptions received are impor-
tant, and may be repeated here. Part
of the sum is for the maintenance of
the alumni office in Gambler, the con-
necting link in the whole organization;
$2500 is designed for the athletic com
mittee; $500 provides for distribution
of certain issues of the Collegian to
all alumni, and for other Council pub-
licity; and the remaining amount
will be placed in a fund to be used
from time to time to help the college
in such ways as the Alumni Council
may deem advisable. As may be easi-
ly seen, the whole plan is designed to
put into the hands of Kenyon men
themselves part of the great task of
perpetuating and improving the col-
lege of which they are a part.
S. R. DOOLITTLE
General
Merchandise
Student '8 Supplies
Felber's Cakes and Crackers,
Fancy Chocolates
Kenyon Views
Chase Ave. G-ambie- r. Ohio
BARBER SHOP
VV. H. STUMP
In rear of American Beauty
ihoppe. Guaranteed Satisfaction
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FRANK L. YOUNG, JEWELER j
s
I Victor Records Fountain Pens Watch Repairing
1 Complete Optical Service
I 11 South Main Street Mt. Vernon, Ohioi
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I EVERYTHING I
! ELECTRICAL !
KNECHT-FEENE- Y ELECTRIC CO. j
6 S. Main Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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A DOBBS STRAW
a 5
In the Sennit braid with either a plain or fraternity band will
1 "top off" your journey home in the correct style.
"Better Clothes Since '78"
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WORLEYS
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Patronize Collegian Advertisers
Fill out and return the coupon below so that you will
receive all issues of The Collegian for 1928-2- 9.
The first number will appear in October, 1928.
Business Manager of The Collegian
I enclose one dollar and a half ($1.50) as my sub-
scription to The Collegian for 1928-2- 9.
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SPORTS
SPRING FOOTBALL AWARDS MADE
Upon the completion of four weeks
spring training under the guidance of
athletic director Kutler this year, the
Kenyon football hopes were put through
their paces by a series of tests to de
termine those most expert in various
departments of the game. In addition
a tournament was held in which gen-
eral excellence in all events and attend-
ance at practices played an outstand-
ing part in the battle for points. The
tournament, in which perfect attend-
ance at practices gave 300 points, and
perfection in each of five events was
rewarded by 100 points, was won by
Gordon Hulman, '30. The following ten
were high point men:
(1) Gordon Hulman, '30, 556 points
(2) Dan Driskel, '31, 551 points.
(3) Dick Roe, '30, 547 points.
(4) Eugene McCune, '31, 546 points.
(5) John Hoyt, '31, 526 points.
(6 Leonard Dodge, '29, 520 points.
(7) John Ingraham, '31, 502 points.
(8) James Hughes, '31, 484 points.
(9) Ralph Updegraff, '30, 469 points.
(10) Roger Kellog, '29, 457 points.
Individual honors in the various
events were taken by the following
men:
Punt: McCune.
Interference: Roe.
Line blocking: Hulman. j
Drop kicking: Ingraham.
Place kicking: Dodge.
Passing: Hughes.
Tackling: Walling.
The turn-o- ut this spring was un-
usually large, sixty-eig- ht men at one
time or another taking part in train
ing events. It is expected that a large
majority of this number will be among
those present in September.
OTTERBEIN FALLS AGAIN
Otterbein failed to score in its ten-
nis match against Kenyon on the
Gambier courts, May 16. The match
was a slow one, due to the inability of
the invading team to cope with the
fast, driving game of the home court
men. All the games were won in a most
convincing manner, and not one of the
matches was carried to the third set.
Two extra doubles matches were
played to finish off the previous match
with Otterbein, when the players were
forced to omit the doubles due to a
sudden rainstorm.
The Kawasaki brothers played to-
gether for the first time this year. They
defeated Pilkington and Gibson of Ot-
terbein: 6-- 4, 6-- 1.
SUMMARY
Kenyon 6-- 0.
M. Kawasaki versus Probst 6-- 0, 6-- 1.
J. Scherr versus Saunders 6-- 2, 6-- 3.
D. Kawasaki versus Gibson 6-- 4, 6-- 3.
Humphreys versus Pilkington 6-- 3, 6-- 2.
M. Kawasaki and J. Scherr versus
Gibson and Pilkington 6-- 1, 6-- 1.
D. Kawasaki and M. Kawasaki versus
Pilkington and Gibson 6-- 4, 6-- 1.
Humphreys and Scherr versus Probst
and Saunders 6-- 2, 6-- 0.
VICTORY OVER WOOSTER
IS DUPLICATED
With the mechanical regularity that
the Kenyon tennis team seems to
have in conquering opponents, it over-
powered Wooster for the second time
this season by a score of 4 to 2. The
match was played on the Kenyon
courts, May 18th.
Joe Scherr, who has not yet lost a
match this season, played a brilliant
game, to win from Miller (W), 6-- 0, 6-- 3.
Scherr also added to his mounting list
of victories by teaming with Capt.
Humphries to win from Clouse and
Burns of Wooster, 6-- 2, 6-- 2.
SUMMARY
Kenyon 4-- 2.
M. Kawasaki versus McCabe 6-- 1, 6-- 4.
J. Scherr versus Miller 6-- 0, 6-- 3.
D. Kawasaki versus Perkins 2-- 6, 7-- 5,
6-- 8.
Humphreys versus Clouse 6-- 2, 6-- 3.
J. Martin and D. Johnson versus Mil-
ler and McCabe 2-- 6, 3-- 6.
J. Scherr and Humphreys versus
Clouse and Burns 6-- 2, 6-- 2.
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KENYON WINS TENNIS
MEET WITH O. W. U.
Kenyon added another shutout to her
two year string of victories in tennis by
whitewashing Ohio Wesleyan Univer-
sity, Friday, May 29th, 6-- 0. The victory
placed Kenyon again in the lead for
the Conference team championship.
Summary:
M. Kawasaki (K) defeated Coppus(W) : 6-- 2, 6-- 1.
Joe Scherr (K) defeated Kolb (W) :
2-- 6, 6-- 4, 6-- 3.
D. Kawasaki (K) defeated Anderson
(W): 7-- 5, 6-- 1.
Capt. Humphries (K) and Scherr (K)
defeated Kolb and Koppos (W), in the
first doubles match: 6-- 3, 6-- 4.'
Martin and Johnston (K) defeated
Anderson and Reid (W), 6-- 1, 8-- 6, 6-- 4.
DAYTON TRACK MEET
Kenyon succeeded in gaining only 35
points to 97 points for Dayton in the
second meet of the year on the Dayton
track, May 19th. Although the day was
nearly perfect for the meet, and the
track fast, no exceptionally fast time
was made in any of the events.
Scherr (K) showed his heels to the
rest of the field and won the high hur-
dles without effort in the feature per-
formance of the day. Thebaud ran a
fine race with a driving finish to come
in a good second to the Dayton ace,
Miller, who won the two mile event in
10 min., 6 sec. Thurston tried the 220
dash for the first time, and took a
second place in that event. Murray Cott
took second in the low, hurdles, and
Boudreau's vault of 10' 5" won second
place in the pole-vau- lt. Sprankle and
Newberry ran second and third respect-
ively in the half mile run. Dayton won
the relay easily.
OTTERBEIN DEFEATS TRACK MEN
Otterbein sprinters proved too much
for the Kenyon trackmen in a meet
held on .the Westerville field, Tuesday,
May 22. The well-train- ed team from
the dry center piled up 98 points to 28
for the Purple.
Kenyon's only bid for a first place
was when Carroll tied for winning
honors in the high jump, leaping five
feet, seven inches. Murray Cott (K),
ran a fine race in the low hurdles, lead-
ing all the way to the last hurdle and
being beated to the tape only by a
scant margin of inches. In the two
mile run, Thebaud finished strongly
on the heels of Lemp (O), who led
nearly the entire distance. Bob Balt-ze- ll
(K), was forced from first place in
the javelin thraw by a heave which
topped his mark of 154 ft. by an inch
and a half.
The track at Westerville is nearly
square and offers some difficulty to
men who practice on oval cinder paths.
GOLF TEAM WINS MATCH
Kenyon's golf team defeated Ohio
Wesleyan University, 10.5 to 4.5, May
5, on the Mt. Vernon links. The five-ma- n
team composed of Gibson, Foos,
Mansfield, Russell and Weh played an
exceptionally fine game of golf in their
victory over their opponents.
Summary:
Kenyon O. W. V.
Gilson 0 vs. Bailey 3
Foos 2.5 vs. Swan .5
Mansfield 2.5 vs. Clymer .5
Russell 2.5 vs. Gill .5
Weh 3 vs. Lovell 0
Kenyon 10.5 O. W. U. 4.5
INTRA-MURA- L TENNIS
Although the final in the singles
matches between Squibb and Middle
Leonard, and Herrin of Middle Ken-
yon, has not been played off, Middle
Leonard is assured of the cup for the
intra-mur- al tennis championship.
Thebaud and Miller of South Han-n- a
were defeated by Squibb and Thom-
as of Middle Leonard for the doubles
championship, 6-- 4, 6-- 1.
West Wing was represented in the
tournament by Mulvey and Lyman,
Herrin and Wood represented Middle
Kenyon, Stackhouse and Thompson
represented East Wing, Dempsey and
Inghram played for South Leonard,
Squibb and Thomas for Middle Leon-
ard, Hethrington and P. Russell for
North Leonard, and the Morrill broth-
ers for North Hanna.
The outcome of the match between
Squibb and Herrin will decide the best
singles player on the Hill who is not at
present on the varsity tennis team.
Both of the men to play in the final
match are looked on as good material
for next year's team.
INTRA-MURA- L BASEBALL
Champions of the two intra-mur- al
baseball leagues have been decided.
Middle Leonard played off a tie with
Middle Kenyon in the Kenyon league,
and won 14 to 6. East Wing did not lose
a game in the Gambier league. Be-
cause of the final examinations a date
has not yet been set for the champion-
ship game between the two winners, but
it is expected that it will be played off
sometime between the 9th and 13th
of this month.
GOLF TEAM WINS AGAIN
Wittenberg was handed a beating by
the Gambier golfers at the Mt. Vernon
country club, May 12th. Four men rep-
resented each college, and the quar-
tet from Kenyon piled up 10.5 points to
3.5 points for its opponents.
Summary :
Kenyon Wittenburg
Gilson o vs. Wolf 3
Foos 2.5 vs. Neville .5
Mansfield 3 vs. Hodge 0
Russell 3 vs. Jackson 0
Kenyon 10.5 Wittenburg 3.5
WESLEYAN REVENGES
GOLF DEFEAT
Playing on their own links, Wesley-
an defeated Kenyon's golf team, 8-- 4,
on May 18th. The match was excep-
tionally close, and the outcome was at
no time certain. Gilson (K) handed in
the best card of the day, a 36 on the
second nine holes.
Summary :
Kenyon Wesleyan
Gilson 1 vs. Bailey 2
Foos .5 vs. Swan 2.5
Mansfield 2.5 . vs. Clymer .5
Weh 0 vs. Gill 3
Kenyon 4 Wesleyan 8
A. G. SCOTT
Dry Goods Groceries- -
General Merchandise
College Views
Gambier, Ohio
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I TRY THE COMMONS SHOP FIRST I
I If we do not have what you want, we shall
be glad to get it for you.
1 KENYON COMMONS SHOP
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M. HYMAN
Cigars Cigarettes
Smoking Supplies
South Main Street
CAPITAL ROUTED
BY TENNIS TEAM
Traveling to Columbus for the third
match of the year, Kenyon defeated
Capital U., 5-- 1, May 12. Capt. Humph-
ries and M. Kawasaki played a fine
brand of tennis for the Hilltoppers,
each allowing his opponent only one
game.
SUMMARY
Kenyon 5-- 1.
M. Kawasaki versus Haub 6-- 0, 6-- 1.
J. Scherr versus Kerschbaum 6-- 1, 6-- 2.
D. Kawasaki versus Masoner 6-- 1, 6-- 4.
Humphreys versus Reier 6-- 1, 6-- 0.
M. Kawasaki and Scherr versus Haub
and Masoner 6-- 2, 6-- 2.
Johnson and Martin versus Kersch-
baum and Nicholls 4-- 6, 4-- 6.
LOREY'S
DRUG STORE
116 South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
DRUGS TOILET ARTICLES
CIGARS TOBACCOS
CIGARETTES
L. VERNON
Auto Service
Phone 41 Gambier
Mount Vernon, Ohio I
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